doubtless helped by the circumstance that they occur in archival records drawn up invariably in a non-Maltese language like Latin or some form of Italian, while they are themselves almost always carefully recorded in Maltese, with extremely few exceptions, if one ignored the occasional rendering of ta' by di and tal- by di il. Thus they stand out from the rest of the text as recognisable entities in a way they would not have been had the records been totally written out in Maltese. In the Arab world place-names would normally be recorded in texts which are themselves written in Arabic and would not therefore stand out at all: prosy place-names would tend to be regarded as mere portions of the text not place-names with an individual existence of their own independent of the text in which they are found. This perhaps explains why the longer and more complex Maltese place-names do not seem to have a parallel in the Arabic world, although the whole of their normal vocabulary, whether nouns, adjectives or prepositions, is of Arabic extraction.

\[ \text{SMM} 15 (1983) (68-69) \]

MALTESE CHILDREN'S RHYMES
AND POETRY

by J. Cassar Pullicino

The songs and ditties falling under the heading 'Children's Rhymes' immediately conjure up recollections of our earliest existence and childhood activities, of games and emotions long since forgotten. I have used the wider term 'Children's Rhymes', and not 'Nursery Rhymes' on purpose, for apart from those verses which are traditionally passed on by adults to a child while it is still of nursery age, there is another kind of verse lore passing between children beyond the age of six when out of sight of their parents or at play that in a very real sense also belongs to children.

Let us make this distinction clear. In defining the scope of their encyclopaedic work on Nursery Rhymes, Iona and Peter Opie write as follows: 'As well as the nonsense jingles, humorous songs and character rhymes, it includes the more common lullabies, infant amusements, nursery counting-out formulas, baby puzzles and riddles, rhyming alphabets, tongue twisters, nursery prayers and a few singing games the words of which have an independent existence in the nursery... Extending their field of study beyond the nursery the same writers stress that the scraps of lore which children learn from each other are at once more real, more immediately serviceable, and more vastly entertaining to them than anything which they learn from grown-ups'. More importantly, these well known authorities on the subject state: 'Such a verse... can be as traditional and as well known to children as a nursery rhyme; yet no one would mistake it for one of Mother Goose's compositions. It is not merely that there is a difference in cadence and subject-matter, the manner of its transmission is different. While a nursery rhyme passes from a mother or other adult to the small child on her knee, the school rhyme circulates simply from child to child, usually outside the home, and beyond the influence of the family circle. By its nature a nursery rhyme is a jingle preserved and propagated not by children but by adults, and in this sense it is an 'adult' rhyme. It is a rhyme which is adult approved. The schoolchild's verses are not intended for adult ears.'

How do Maltese children fare in this tiny branch of traditional lore? To what extent do they share this universal experience and delight in apparently trivial verses that nevertheless endure for generations whereas newer compositions become dated and forgotten? There is a considerable Maltese material which can be grouped under the heading *Children's Rhymes*, whether of the nursery type or not. A few texts, tentatively recorded in 1904 by H. Summe and by some local writers in the early years of this century, were expanded by the present writer in 1948 into a modest collection which has since doubled in size and awaits publication. The material is therefore available, and to a certain extent we may say that our young have definitely not lost the power of entertaining themselves and that they still cherish this part of their traditional lore. But a very real danger has reared its ugly head amongst us. Owing to social pressures and to a mistaken sense of prestige values equating higher status with 'Englishness' in speech and manners, many Maltese parents generally tend to discard the words and jingles in which they were themselves brought up in favour of English rhymes that are in reality alien to the Maltese tradition. Matters are not made any better in the schools, where Maltese rhymes do not figure in the organized play activities of the pupils. As verses learnt in early childhood are not usually passed on again until the little listeners have grown up, and have children of their own, what may well happen is a complete break in the process of transmission which, in some thirty years time, might result in the disappearance of a good part of our traditional nursery lore, and consequently in the loss or distortion of our national identity.

Nursery rhymes everywhere serve to measure the child's progress as regards ability to talk and repeat what it hears. For it is by dint of repetition and imitation that the child is ushered into its new world of aural and oral adventures expressed in simple rhyme and doggerel. The child experiences its first journey on its father's knee as it is rocked to and fro to the accompaniment of a special rhyme:

Banni bamposzi,
Gej it-tat q gei
Bil-pasti zi u bil-habbejn.
Kollos gbd... (child's name)
W gbd... xejn. (Tartzen)

Our children's delight in this jingling sort of rhyme has its close counterpart in Sicily, where the first line of the verse bears an uncanny resemblance to the Maltese version:

Manu manuzzi
Pani f icuuzzi
Ven l lu tata
Porta 'i cu suuzzi
Nuatiri ni 'i manciamu
E a Toto 'un cci nni damu.5

Far away to the North and a thousand miles away from Malta, English babies receive a similar exhortation:

Clap hands! Clap hands!
Till daddy comes home;
Daddy's got money
And mamma's got none.6

Lullabies or cradle songs also form part of nursery lore. Up to some years ago a traditional lullaby in Maltese survived in these islands, running into some sixteen stanzas of which, however, only two or three were well-known. It was first collected by L. Bonelli and published in 1895.7 It is an exquisite piece of popular composition, rich in imagery and poetic feeling, opening with the following lines:

Orəd, iżni, orəd
Fili-bnenja tal-brir... Laam! Sleep, sleep, little child
In the cradle made of silk...
Sleep!
Dik ommok il-Madonna,
Missterek Ġesu Bambin... Laam! The Holy Virgin is thy Mother,
And the Child Jesus is thy father... Go to sleep!

Apart from the opening and closing stanzas, the lullaby may be sub-divided into three main parts i.e. (a) a dialogue between Mother and Child, (b) aspects of the Holy Family's life during the Flight into Egypt, and (c) an invocation to angels, saints, etc. to induce the child to sleep. The identification of the child and its parents with the Holy Family lies at the basis of this popular composition. This motif has been current among Christian mothers since the early years of Christianity and the opening words of the song (Orəd, iżni, orəd) link up in wording and spirit with the lullaby, dating probably from the twelfth century, which the Madonna herself is believed to have sung to the Baby Jesus, beginning with the line Dormi, fili, dormi (sleep, my son, sleep).8

The dialogue between the Holy Mother and the Baby Jesus in the cradle compares in its delicacy of feeling and pathos with that exchanged between Mary and the crucified Christ in the composition by Jacopone da Todi (1240-1306) entitled *Il Pianto della Vergine* (The Virgin's Lament).
In the second part we have various scenes depicting the episode of the Holy Family’s rest during the journey to Egypt — the Mother swaddles the Baby Jesus in his swaddling clothes, St. Joseph rocks him in the cradle and sings lullabies to him. Comparable folk material from Sicily shows the Madonna in the act of breast-feeding the Divine Son, Sts. Martha and Magdalen help her put up the cradle, while St. Joseph rocks the baby to sleep. These variants of a widespread European tradition that has evidently travelled as far South as Malta draw their inspiration from an episode of the Flight into Egypt which traditionally records a rest on the journey and is known in Christian art as Il Riposo. From the 16th century onwards it has attracted many artists with varying degrees of success (e.g. Lucio Massari).  

In the third part of the Maltese cradle song we read that, in addition to supernatural helpers such as the Madonna, St. Claire, St. Joachim and the Angels, the tired mother invokes sleep itself. Sleep is personified as a person coming from afar and wearing out with his exertions, or described as something which the mother could wrap up in a paper and carry home with her:  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Li kont naf dawk nghasek fejnu} & \quad \text{If I knew where your sleep is hidden} \\
\text{Kenn kont ni giri mmur ghadib} & \quad \text{I would make haste and fetch it,} \\
\text{Gewwa karta bojda nsorr} & \quad \text{Wrap it up in white paper} \\
\text{’I l bmi ckejken ni giti} & \quad \text{And give it to my little one.} \\
\text{Ejja naghsu, ejja} & \quad \text{Come, o sleep, come,} \\
\text{Ejja mill-b’g’bod, ghajjen} & \quad \text{Come from afar, however weary you are,} \\
\text{Bix traqgadil ’I l bmi ckejken} & \quad \text{Make my little one sleep} \\
\text{Halli mmar nistrieb fjem} & \quad \text{That I may get some rest.}
\end{align*}
\]

In Sicily, sleep is likewise conceived as a person wandering on his never-ending job. The mother asks him: ‘Where are you off to?’ And he replies: ‘I go to induce children to sleep, and I make them sleep three times a day — in the morning, at noon and in the evening’. Like the Maltese song, the Sicilian verse invokes sleep to come from afar, Somu, veni da luntana or from the East, Suomma, veni di Lipanti (Noto) or from over the seas, Veni, suomma, di lu maru (Monterosso).  

Naturally this lullaby stands in a class of its own and very few nursery rhymes reach up to its standard. Some rhymes, however, are quite serious in tone and content. One well-known stanza, in particular, reflects our people’s preoccupation with the lack of sufficient rain in Malta:  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Aqmel, xita aqmel} & \quad \text{Rain, rain, rain} \\
\text{Halli jinbet il-haxx} & \quad \text{That the grass may grow,} \\
\text{Il-haxx intub ’il-mogba} & \quad \text{We shall give the grass to the goat} \\
\text{U l-mogba tina l-ha} & \quad \text{And the goat will give us milk;} \\
\text{Ghandi mogba mmur nirghah} & \quad \text{I’ll take out my sheep to graze} \\
\text{Bis-suf taghha aqmel qmis} & \quad \text{And I’ll make me a shirt of her wool.} \\
\text{(Luqa)} & \quad \text{(Luqa)}
\end{align*}
\]

Incidentally, this presents a sharp contrast to the English nursery rhyme in which English children drive off rain far away to Spain:  

\[
\text{Rain, rain, go to Spain,} \\
\text{Never show your face again.
}\]

or, according to another variant:  

\[
\text{Rain, rain, go away,} \\
\text{Come again another day.}
\]

Much closer in feeling are the Sicilian lines  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Chiovio, chiovio, chiovio} & \quad \text{Little, little Child (Jesus)} \\
\text{E la gatta fa l’ovi} & \quad \text{Surrounded with candles and incense} \\
\text{E lu surci si marita} & \quad \text{I recommend my soul to God} \\
\text{Cu la còppula di sita, ecc.} & \quad \text{And everything else to St. Michael.}
\end{align*}
\]

(Terminti)  

Simple morning and night prayers also form part of Maltese nursery literature. The following night prayer heard in various villages up to some years ago is an example:  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Bambin ckejken ckejken} & \quad \text{Little, little Child (Jesus)} \\
\text{Kolok xama’ u libien} & \quad \text{Surrounded by others} \\
\text{Nirrikmanda ruhi ’l Alla} & \quad \text{I recommend my soul to God} \\
\text{U l-bqija lil San Mikiel} & \quad \text{And everything else to St. Michael.}
\end{align*}
\]

A number of rhymes exemplify popular composition as a direct result of the introduction of education. They are humorous verses employing mostly mnemonic devices for ABC instruction or for the teaching of the numerals in the Italian or the English language. The following lines were quite popular up to the last War:  

(i) \[
\begin{align*}
\text{AB} & \quad \text{ABC} \\
\text{L-isuqella bil-kaf} & \quad \text{The bowl is full of coffee;} \\
\text{il-kikkra bil-plattina} & \quad \text{The cup and the saucer} \\
\text{U s-surmast ma jridx jaghtina} & \quad \text{And the teacher won’t give us any.}
\end{align*}
\]

(Tarxien)
The inclusion of numerals in English in the last-mentioned rhyme presupposes earlier ones based on Maltese numerals. In fact in 1946 the late Luret Cutajar passed on to me the text of the following verse which was quite common at Zebbug in his boyhood days:

Zeug imwjejet
Tlieta tliet angli
Erba' vang eliet
Hamsa bames pija

Sitta qudisiset
Segha sagamenti
Tmienja erueb
Disgha disa' kori
Ghaxar kmandamenti
Hdax-il' apostli
Tnax-il' artiklu

Tlettax-il' benediktu
Erbatx-il' kelma
Li b'arg uminn jomn Allamnisu

However altered and incoherent, these lines form a link in the chain of a well known tradition known as The Twelve Words of Truth which is found widespread all over Italy and in various European and other countries. The Maltese version has no mention of the first numeral which, 'One', which refers to God in extant European texts, and it is the only one running up to the number fourteen. Nevertheless, the text runs close enough to the versions from Sicily (Messina), Italy (Abruzzi, Cosenza, Basilicata), Portugal (prov. de Alentejo) and Spain (Andalucia), which were published in 1882-1884, and in 1925-1932 to justify the general conclusion that the local composition follows the main current of the European tradition.13

One may add that A. Van Gennep gives a French rhyme containing, inter alia, the following lines corresponding to the Maltese ones:

Un, est Dieu le Père...
Quatre, sont les quatre Evangélistes...
Dix, sont les dix commandements de Dieu...14

R.M. Dawkins also mentions a Greek treatise by Anastasios Ledes 'in the language spoken in Cappadocia' containing some medieval songs, among them a creed arranged by numbers: God is one; Second is the Virgin; Three is the Trinity; Four are the Gospels, and so on down to Twelve are the Apostles'.15

Schoolchildren react instinctively against any form of authority. Quite a few songs about teachers are being created all the time, showing the inventive powers of the schoolchild. The following are a few examples recollected from my early school life at Tarxien. I am sure readers can add substantially from memory to this kind of rhyme text:

Il-Miss Tanti dđiż il-landi: Miss Tanti beats upon the tin vessels
Fuq il-bejr taz-ziju Ġarri. On the roof of Uncle John.

The following quatrains, while describing the child's joy at the expectation of a holiday, reflects the folk's comment on the use of night caps by the schoolmaster and of forks and knives by the headmistress:

Ghada m'handniex skola,
Is-sarmantri bil-bariola:
Tomorrow we won't go to school,
The schoolmaster has his nightcap on;

Is-sinjora purcinella
Kemm taf tiekol bil-furketta!
The headmistress looks like a clown
How well she can eat using the fork!
The following is another example of schoolchild composition in this style:

Calieja bɔb z a nejja.
Gibli s-siγg u w ogbod kdejja: Get a chair and sit beside me;
Gibli l-pima u l-klamar Get me pen and ink
Ha npiγgi tek ras′a′ hmar. And I’ll paint you an ass’s head.

The Opias assert that the child’s delight in the coincidence of sound is nowhere more apparent than in the pleasure he takes in tongue-twisters. A few Maltese examples are enough to illustrate this kind of rhyme that still shows signs of vitality and tends to endure for generations:

(i) Qafas tal-qasab imdendel ma-saqaq (Tarxien and Birgu)
(ii) Haubha b amra mhawla fil-bamria babra fil-baut ta′ Hal Ghawghur (Tarxien and Birgu)
(iii) Xbi, ghiad lil xbintek li xbit xbintek għandba tiʃla (Birgu)
(iv) Dari xti tar la ta... tar la tar la ʃe′ (Qormi)
(v) Platt tuq platt, platt taħt platt (Tarxien)
(vi) Toni xti tina, tal xi tina tawt tota (Tarxien)

The art of riddling, at one time indulged in by adults of all classes and looked upon as an accomplishment of royalty in biblical times, has nowadays survived mostly among children. A ‘true’ riddle is a composition in which some creature or object is described in an intentionally obscure manner, the solution fitting all the characteristics of the description in the question, and usually resolving a paradox. The following examples come to mind straightaway:

Qam bɔg a: A riddle:
Defjem timxi rasba′ l isfel. Always walks on its head.
(Birżebbuq) (Solution: A nail in your boot)

Hagia moħa gagi a: Me riddle, me riddle:
Aktor ma tiekoll minmba The more you eat (take) from it
Aktor tikber. The bigger it gets.
(Tarxien) (Solution: a hole in the ground)

The descriptions which the rhyming riddles give of their solutions are usually phrased highly imaginatively in terms of something else. Thus, a bed is seen as a person who gets tired at night and rests all day (hit-lejil għajjiena bi nha mistrieb); the sky is a basket full of pears (roses) which, when turned upside down, will not fall (kamenu hit-lejg as mimli ward); the clouds look like a bed sheet with patches but without any threads (liżar immaqqa' mingħajr ponti u langas bajt); the sea is thought of as an old grumbler and as a garden without trees or flowers (xb ghammi/mi/gnien bla s-gar langas fiwri jqagghmel raqbu bla saptu); an onion is likened to a pretty white-faced girl wearing a pink dress who will make you cry if you ill-treat her (ibbsi roqwi wiċċi bajdami/inđum inbikkik/sakemm lddum/tmmaltrattani); a cabbage is thought of as made up of numerous carpets set on top of each other, each more beautiful than the one before it (iktar ma trebhi tapiti/ikka issebbom shieb). Such images are perhaps the finest introduction to poetry that a child can have.

Other verses awaken the child’s sense of action and adventure. They may tell merely of some childish escapade:

Ajm a gani kemm tuq aggni I’ve got a tummy ache
Għax kilt l-għeneb mbux misjur Through eating unripe grapes;
Idedidit mal-kantizzata I hang to the vine trellis
Qisni kelb tal-kac ʃatur Like a sportsman’s dog.
(Luqa)

One comes across the motif of trellis and grapes in various parts of Italy. A counting-out rhyme from Tuscany opens with the lines Sotto la pergola nasce l’uva/primus acerba e poi matura; the version from Abuzzo reads; sotto la pergola nasce l’uva/primus acerba e poi matura; the Neapolitan corresponding verse is Tengo ‘na prevula d’uva/meza acerba e mez’ammatura; in Sicily the word luna, ‘moon’ has substituted the word uva—a sure sign, according to Pitrè, that the rhyme was imported into Sicily from nearby Italy.

Maltese children still recite the misadventures of the boy Ferdinant, who was baptized by the doctor to spite the priest:

Darba kien baum tiʃel There was a little boy
Kien jismu Ferdinando Whose name was Ferdinand,
Il-qass iss mirdux igħammdu. The priest wouldn’t baptize him
GĦammdu t-taqbi. So the doctor baptized him
B’inkejja tal-qassiss; To spite the priest;
Telit′ taw il-beitj He went up on the roof
Bedja igħajjat il-taż-zejj And called the oil-seller;
Nisel fil-kantina He went down to the cellar
Bedja igħajjat daqs xadina. And began to shout like a monkey.
(Luqa, Tarxien)

It is interesting to note how children have adapted this rhyme, substituting an international folk hero for the boy Ferdinand. In the early 30’s Charlie Chaplin had everywhere become one of the chief figures of the 20th century juvenile mythology, and in these
islands the sad waif, jauntily swinging his cane, wearing a seedy cutaway jacket, baggy trousers, huge out-turned boots, a dilapidated bowler hat and a tooth-brush moustache made such an impact on the mind of Malta’s younger generation that he immediately found himself cast in popular children’s rhyme. I clearly recall the words which were current among the twelve-year olds in those days:

One day
Charlie Chaplin kien ghaddej;
Kien ghaddej mim Strada Rijali;
Beda jkisser il-fanali;
Tellghub fuq il-biżi.
Beda igħajjet lil taz-żejj;
Tellghub fil-gallarija;
Beda igħajjet daqs torbija;
Hadub fil-katalett;
Beda jadbez daqs mulett.

(Paola)

With this compare the English rhymes:

(i)
Charlie Chaplin washing up
Broke a saucer and a cup;
How much did they cost?

(ii)
One, two, three, four,
Charlie Chaplin went to war,
He taught the ladies how to dance
And this is what he taught them ....
Salute to the King,
And bow to the Queen,
And turn your back
On the Kaiserine. 20

I give one further example of a simple rhyme that links our little island with the mainstream of a widespread tradition. Readers are no doubt familiar with the giant’s awe-inspiring rhyme in the fairy-tale book:

fee, fo, fi, fum!
I smell the blood of an Englishman.
Be he alive or be he dead
I’ll have his bones to make my bread.

In Maltese folk-tales it is the old woman to whom the young man has shown some kindness who uses the following rhyme:

Li s-sliem ma kienx gabel il-kliem Had you not saluted me before you spoke to me
Kont nibilghbek belgha I would have swallowed you up
Ing errghbek g errghba You could have been digested
U niszrghbek z errghba And buried (lit. sown) you.

Now this links up with the lines heard by Fr. Magri on Mount Lebanon in the early years of this century:

Leile salamek Had you not saluted me before
Ma sabaq kelamek you spoke to me
Kont njass fsej int I would have crushed you
U ghadamek And your bones.

Very close to the Maltese welcome greeting are the words uttered by the gbral (ogre) in Dr. Legey’s Moroccan Tales (xxiv, p. 105):

Knun ma slamek sbeq slami, Had not your greeting preceded mine
nair lhamek fi dorma, I would have made a mouthful of your flesh,
ou demek fi dorma, A throatful of your blood
ou ‘azamek nterkonhoum bin snami, And I would have crushed your bones between my teeth.

And now we pass on to children’s games and their rhymes. It is well known that in some games children employ a special formula instead of the usual counting of fingers opened by the players. The leader repeats the rhyme as he points at the players in turn, one accented syllable to each child, and the child on whom the last word falls is the one chosen to take a part different from that of the rest. 24 These formulas, though often gibberish, have recognizable metrical shape. One of them, heard at Tarxien, runs as follows:

Kemm tirid bombi biex tispara How many shells do you require
Il-kanun ta’ Birkirkara? To fire the cannon of Birkirkara?
- Ir-xadina fuq il-mejda - The monkey is on the table
Qiegbda tiekol platt kawlatu Eating a plateful of meat soup.

Apart from counting-out rhymes, however, rhymes often accompany the play to add zest to the game. While turning round and round in a ring, children say:

78
This is one of the most popular nursery games – the song which instantly rises from the lips of small children whenever they join hands in a circle. With this compare the English version:

Ring-a-ring o’ roses,
A pocket full of posies,
A-tishoo! A-tishoo!
We all fall down.23

The corresponding rhyme from Sicily goes like this:

Rota rutedda,
Lu pani a fedda a fedda,
La missa sunò,
L’anculé calò,
E calò a dinucchioni.
Quantu è béddu lu Signuri!
Olè!24

Some games are in dialogue form in which the players may participate. One well known rhyme is the following:

Baqrámì
Bil-kelżettu u biz-zarbun!
X’kilk illum?
Xli żgurba?
Mela ghatta ġewwa
Wittà fuq,
Ar’ tiessilli l-żiskatur.
Għax mbux tisgħi — tas-sinjur;
(Tarxien, Birgu)

Not so well known is the following version heard at Birkirkara during the last War:

Tar-tila tula!
X’kilt il-kejla?
— Hobz u ġbejna.
Minn fuq?
— Terz ilma.
Minn isfel?
— Terz inbid.
Għanbek xi kebb jinba? Is your dog barking?
— Għanbek: W’l W’l
— Yes: W’l W’l!

These apparently nonsense rhymes assume importance as the vehicle for the transmission of a vestige of cultural contact when one realises the direct relationship between the Maltese lines and the following ‘rengaine populaire’ from Lebanon given in 1928 by Feghali:

W’ain ként el-bărba Where were you yesterday?
‘end’ ehte sàlبا At my sister Salha’s house.
‘as ta’mtak What did she give you to eat?
gèbè málba, Salted cheese.

The best known dialogue rhyme is perhaps that associated with the game known as Tal-Paxxatore or, from its opening line, In giro in giro ngella. I am sure most readers remember it from their childhood days, so I am not repeating the words here. Instead, I shall call attention to the fact that, in substance, the Paxxatore or Ambassador (Ambasciatore) who praises the love-sick knight and helps him in his quest for a wife fulfills exactly the same function of the buttàb or marriage-broker in ancient Maltese marriage customs. The Ambassador’s game has been found in Italy, Albania, Spain, Portugal, and France; in Sicily a particular version of it was confined mostly to private schools up to the turn of the century.26 It links up these islands with a widespread European tradition of chivalrous customs.

We have described, with illustrations of comparable material from a Mediterranean or European context, the main types and characteristics of children’s rhymes in Malta. There remains to say something about the way in which this mini-literary form may exercise some effect on the developing imagination of the young. By and large, these rhymes stimulate the child’s powers of observation. The magic jingle of an opening verse such as Indà, indà/digli digli ndò is immediately followed by three lines conjuring up
a household scene wherein a white dress with a heavy frill (libsa baqda bil-pantò) is being washed, ironed and delivered – an old-style service on an individual basis common enough before the days of our present dry-cleaning establishments:

Indi, indò,
Digli digli ndò
Libsa baqda bil-pantò;
Nabbihibieiek, ngibbađibielek, I shall wash it and iron it for you,
Nibgbbatibielek ma 'Vitor.
(Birkirkara)

From an analysis of Maltese rhymes collected so far, one can say that there are no fanciful flights of the imagination that are completely removed from reality. The images are in some way or other linked to everyday scenes and occurrences which, however, mean quite a lot to the child and open up magic vistas for his enquiring mind. In one particular version of a well-known rhyme, imagination grows rife and although some lines sound rather illogical they help to build up the general sense of wonder so dear to the child:

Pizzi pizzi kanna
Dojores ta Sant' Anna
Sant' Anna tal-Murina
Habba b-biċċa l-pelegrina;
Hl-berritta hamra hamra
Bil-bukett tal-gizimin;
Gejja maq'a mim Haż-Zabbar;
Bir-geżira u bil-fardad;
Eppjepijja eppej pó!
Xoxxa laqanda
Spa kappu
Balja ja'ma tmu?
Tmu-il-Lubjana
Taqtà bezza Indjana;
Tmu-il-Busket;
Taqtà b-hajj u z-zalzett;
Eppjepijja eppej pó!
Bella jaqxa g'igijjò!
Mgbaref jigbajजा tal-fidda
Bandiera tal-barir;

Pizzi pizzi kanna
Dojores of St. Anne
St. Anne of the Marina
A grain for a cape's length;
A red red cap
With a jasmine posy;
A woman is coming from Zabbar
Wearing a kilt and a pinafore;
Smell the perfume
Fire the gun
Where does the ball go?
It goes to Lubljana
And cuts a length of Indian fabric;
It goes to Buskett
And fries sausages and eggs;
A fine box of fireworks!
Spoons (a boat) of silver
And a silk flag;

Ixnilu biċċa qubbajd
Imlaghielu, bellaqbielu
Habbalu rasu ma-bajj
(Birkirkara)

The first line of the Maltese rhyme may have some relationship to Neapolitan Pizzu, pizzu, pizzulun, or, in Pomigliano d'Arco, one of the provinces of Naples Pizzu, pizzu, pizzipogne, and Calabrian Pizzipinguida, not to mention a possible link with cannella and Marina in the following four lines from Palermo:

Pisa pisella
A culuri di cannella,
Cannella accusi fina
Di santa Marina...

Finally, in an interesting note on this game in the December, 1976 issue of Ili-Matti 'Kilin' mentions that Francisco Gomez de Quevedo in his brilliant picaresque novel 'Vida de Buscon Publos' (1626) (Part II, Chap. V) describes how the innkeeper's daughter played the game Pizpiziga in much the same way as Maltese children play pizzi pizzi kanna, reciting the following rhyme:

Pizpiziga
Mata la araña
Un cochinito
Muy peladito
'quien lo peló?
La pícara vieja
Que está en el rincon
Alza la mano
Que te pica el gallo
Un moño azul
Y otro colorado

The rhymes we have been speaking about, whether of the nursery or playground type, may be either said or sung. By their very nature they were destined to be recited, not written down, let alone translated or preserved in print. And yet, unless they are collected in book form and suitably studied, preferably within a Mediterranean context, they are liable to disappear like so many other floating traditions that pass out of sight – and out of mind. Their claim for serious attention by the scholar has been forcefully endorsed by Arnold Van Gennep: 'Aussi l'étude de ces formulettes n'est-elle
pas, comme un de gens l'imagine, une amuseette indigne d'un savant; mais c'est une voie détournée, presque la seule que nous possédons, pour étudier le mécanisme de la formation de la mémoire et de la personnalité enfantines.

There is a sort of magic about children's rhymes that makes one cherish the recollections of babyhood and childhood. But it is also something more than that. As the reviewer of The Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes put it in the 'Times Literary Supplement' of November 9, 1951: 'it is the something which seems to have gone out of present-day poetry: the singing quality, the music, the irresponsibility, the lilt, the memorability. Never mind if the words make nonsense; they are evocative, and they cannot be forgotten... whatever their origin, whatever their age, whatever their authorship, that is the tribute that no one can deny them. They stretch back not only into the past, but also forwards into the future'.

With these thoughts I hope we will all be in a position to treat this humble form of literature with sympathy and understanding.

---

4. Cassar Pullicino, G., 'Ghax il-Taqbil it-Trail', in Leben il-Malti, Ghadd 206-208, April-Guqju 1948, pp. 33-66. On September 15, 1948 Circumlar No. 39/48 issued by the Assistant Director of Education drew the attention of teachers to this study '... which should prove very helpful... in connection with the teaching of Maltese songs and ballads'.
13. Cannizzaro, T., 'Le dodici parole della verità', in Archivio per lo studio delle tradizioni popolari, Vol. I, 1982, pp. 415-423; FINAMORE, Gennaro, 'Le dudece parole da la verità', tradizione popolare abruzzese, op. cit., Vol. II, 1883, pp. 97-109; PIRES, Antonio Thomas, 'As doze palavras dictas e retornadas na tradição portuguesa', ibid., pp. 100-103; 'As doze palavras tomadas na tradição espanhola', ibid., pp. 104-106; Wesselovsky, Alessandro, 'Le dodici parole della verità', ibid., pp. 277-279; RAMM, Axel, 'Le dodici parole della verità nella Svezia', op. cit., Vol. III, 1884, pp. 50-64; Gallo Di Carlo, Gaetano, 'Una nuova variante delle dodici parole della verità', in Il Folklore Italiano, Anno Primo, Giugno-Settembre, 1923, pp. 187-190; Caputo, Maria, 'Le dodici parole della verità secondo una variante cosentina', op. cit., Anno Settimo, Luglio-Dicembre, 1932, pp. 298-302. Some explanation is called for in comparing these various texts: (i) one cannot expect complete accuracy in the religious connotation attributed by the folk to the numerals, and (ii) the people's interpretation may vary from one country to another. As regards the number two, some European versions (Basilicata, Spain, Portugal and Sweden) relate it to the two tables carried by Moses containing the words of the Covenant. In its present corrupt form, the word 'moojset' of the Maltese text might possibly still retain some link with Mosè, 'Moses'. The three 'angels' of the Maltese verse appear as 'Patriarchs' in Italy (Abruzy, Basilicata, Spain and Sweden) as 'personas de la Trinitate' in Cosenza and Portugal. In most countries, number four refers to the evangelists, number five to the five wounds of the crucified Christ; number seven is equated with the sacraments and number ten with the commandments.

With regard to number six, the 'masses' of the local text may link up, however remotely, with the 'burning candles' or 'lamps' of the versions from Abruzy, Basilicata, and Spain. Coming to number eight, the explanation of 'eight souls' current in Malta has its counterpart in the Abruzy as 'aleme g圭ste' and in Cosenza as 'anim giusti'. The association of number nine with 'angels' is close to the 'angelic choirs' mentioned in the Abruzy, Cosenza, Spain and Sweden. Both in Malta and in the Abruzy the number eleven refers to the 'apostles', who re-appear in Sweden as 'disciples'. Curiously enough, number twelve in Malta is equated with the twelve articles of the Apostles' Creed, whereas in the Abruzy, Cosenza, Basilicata, Portugal, Spain and Sweden the reference is to the twelve Apostles. Malta is one of the few countries where the rhyme is extended beyond the number twelve. The thirteen 'blessings' of the local verse to a
certain extent are compatible with the interpretation of 'trireci grazie ri Sant' Antoni' given in Basilicata.

Finally, the survival of this text in Malta as a children's rhyme should not blind us to the probable magico-religious origin and function of the formula, as stressed by R. Corso in an erudite study entitled 'Superstizioni Euroafricane' (Folklore X (1924), pp. 7, 13) containing some Berber variants of the formula from Morocco and Algeria, besides one from Calabria.
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THE POPE CONSIDERS SEEKING ASYLUM IN MALTA, 1881-1889

by

DOMINIC FENECH

On more than one occasion, about a hundred years ago, the Pope considered coming to Malta. Not, as has become routine practice today, to fulfill a pastoral duty or to assert the influence of the Church in some disturbed region of the world. Pope Leo XIII (1878-1903) considered abandoning Rome altogether and taking up residence in Malta, and presumably setting up in these islands the headquarters of the Roman Catholic Church.

The last decades of the nineteenth century were difficult years for the papacy. In the process of Italian unification the Pope, who had ruled over Rome and the Papal States as a temporal prince, had lost to the new Italy all the territory over which he had been sovereign. The City of Rome was the last piece of papal territory to become absorbed into the Italian state, in 1870.

Theoretically still a sovereign entity, the Vatican was now a state without an inch of territory. In the years that followed 1870, the Vatican and Italy were, to all intents and purposes, at war. The papacy would not submit to the reality that Rome was no longer hers and left no stone unturned trying to recover it.

The confrontation hardened after the election of Leo XIII into the papacy in 1878. Politically one of the shrewdest popes of modern times, Pope Leo XIII conducted an intensive diplomatic activity aimed at the recovery of the temporal power and the building up of the papacy's prestige and influence in international relations. Though he failed in the former objective, he was quite successful in his effort to assert the Vatican as a significant political force in world affairs. Often this success was a source of great discomfort to the Italian Government, not only because the Vatican attempted to use this acquired prestige to force Italy to negotiate, but also because other states were only too eager to exploit Italy's weaknesses for their own ends. Italian Governments were equally